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Editorial

Elucidation of digital clubbing may help in understanding the
pathogenesis of pulmonary hypertension associated with congenital
heart defects

Manuel Martinez-Lavin

STUDY OF CYANOTIC CONGENITAL HEART DISEASES HAS

now yielded data that may explain the cause of
digital clubbing. *'3 This new information may also

be pertinent to the pathogenesis of the type of pulmo-
nary hypertension which complicates congenital heart
defects. Thus it has been established that a high propor-
tion of patients with non-cyanotic congenital heart
defects and left-to-right shunts develop pulmonary
hypertension, eventually reversing the shunt with sub-
sequent development of cyanosis and digital clubbing.4

The mechanisms leading to the induction of hyperten-
sion are not fully understood. The classic histologic
observations by Heath and Edwards5 showed progres-
sive structural changes of pulmonary microvasculature.
These begin as medial hypertrophy and intimal hyper-
plasia, are followed by occlusion, and progress to fibrin-
oid necrosis.

More recent investigations have demonstrated that
activation of pulmonary endothelial cells is a prominent
feature of the syndrome. Rabinovitch et al6 demon-
strated electron microscopic evidence of alteration of
these cells, suggesting heightened metabolic function.
This impression has been strengthened by subsequent
studies from the same group that focussed on the
abnormal biology of von Willebrand factor.

Von Willebrand factor is a multimeric glycoprotein
synthesized by platelets and endothelial cells. It plays a
crucial role in adhesion of platelets to the subendo-
thelium. Its mul timers of high molecular weight adhere
to platelets. High shear rates promote its action. Raised
circulating levels usually reflect activation of platelets
and/or endothelial cells.78 Rabinovitch et al9 reported
that, in pulmonary hypertension, endothelial cells pro-
duced increased amounts of von Willebrand factor and
increased circulating levels of this substance. Multimeric
analysis of the circulating glycoprotein showed absence
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of its high molecular weight forms.9 Similar structural
abnormalities were described by Gill et al.'° Interest-
ingly, the latter investigators found that those patients
who had undergone complete surgical correction of
left-to-right shunts had normalization of the mukimers,
demonstrating that the structural abnormalities were
acquired and reversible.

Relationship to pulmonary hypertension

To test the direct effect of hypertension, Rabinovitch
and her colleagues utilized pulmonary endothelial cell
cultures in a pressure dome pulsated at 100/60 mm Hg
at 60 times per minute. They failed to identify the
production of a growth factor from the stressed cells,
suggesting that high pressure alone was not sufficient to
activate them.4 Current knowledge therefore indicates
that activation of endothelial cells is a prominent, but
incomplete feature of pulmonary hypertension, sug-
gesting that release of proteases and growth factors from
the activated cells could play a role in the structural
damage of the pulmonary microvasculature.

Relationship to digital clubbing

Recent evidence generated at our institute has suggested
that localized activation of platelets and/or endothelial
cells at distal parts of the systemic circulation with the
ensuing release of fibroblast growth factors could be the
key feature in the development of clubbing.1'3 We have
performed these studies in patients with cyanotic con-
genital heart diseases. This pathology is the best model
with which to study the digital deformity, since practi-
cally all these children have lifelong presence of club-
bing," while more than a third develop the more general-
ized disorder of hypertrophic osteoarthropathy.12

No other internal illness is so highly associated with
the acropachy. A particularly interesting model for the
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study of clubbing is the cases with patency of the arterial
duct with reversal of the original left-to-right shunt. In
such instances, clubbing (and sometimes periostosis)
become evident only in the cyanotic limbs that receive
"unfiltered" blood. This information suggests that by-
pass of the lungs is the key feature in the development
of clubbing.13 The lack of demonstration of inflamma-
tory and autoimmune phenomena by conventional
serology, in addition to the excessive deposition of
collagen evident in histologic studies, led to a proposal13

that a fibroblast growth factor could be at the epicenter
of the syndrome. This growth factor would normally be
present in the central venous circulation and removed
in the lungs. Among the growth factors, one derived
from platelets was chosen on the basis of a mathematical
model proposing that, in normal circumstances, large
platelets are fragmented in the highly dichotomized
pulmonary circulation. It was suggested that, in cases
with right-to-left shunts, large thrombocytes that es-
caped pulmonary fragmentation would enter the sys-
temic circulation and reach its most distal sites on axial
streams, being trapped there and releasing growth fac-
tors and thus inducing clubbing.14

Our studies of patients with cyanotic heart defects are
consistent with these explanations. These patients are
frequently thrombocytopenic. In addition, they have a
bizarre population of platelets characterized by the
presence of macrothrombocytes with aberrant distribu-
tion curves for volume. These features demonstrate a
heterogeneous population, and concur with the math-
ematical theory of fragmentation of platelets in the
lungs.' Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
these cyanotic patients, and also patients with primary
hypertrophic osteoarthropathy, have raised circulating
levels of the antigen of von Willebrand factor.3 As
already discussed, this abnormality suggests activation
of platelets and endothelial cells.

Resultant hypothesis

By joining these two avenues of investigation, a differ-
ent hypothetical model for the pathogenesis of pulmo-
nary hypertension can be suggested, with platelets tak-
ing the leading role. Patency of the arterial duct is used
as prototype. In this congenital malformation, the left-
to-right shunt provokes increased pulmonary flow and,
thus, abnormal shear rates between fragmenting plate-
lets and pulmonary microvasculature. In this way, the
adhesive properties of von Willebrand factor are pro-
moted. The high molecular weight fragment of the
factor are adsorbed to the platelets, leaving an abnormal
molecule in the circulation. If correct, this can explain
the described structural abnormalities of von Willebrand
factor.910 As a result of this interaction, platelets and
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Figure. In the hypothesis proposed for the pathogenesis of
pulmonary hypertension and digital dubbing, the patent
arterial duct is used as a model. Large platelets are normally
fragmented in the pulmonary circulation. The shunt through
the duct induces increased pulmonary flow and abnormal
shear rates between thrombocytes and endothelial cells
enhancing the adhesive properties of von Willebrand factor.
Vascular hypertrophy takes place (Upper). If the process

persists unchecked, pulmonary hypertension ensues and the
flow is reversed through the duct. At this juncture, large
thrombocytes are able to bypass the lung, reaching only the
lower parts of the systemic circulation. They impact at its most
distal sites, activate endothelial cells and induce a localized
form of clubbing (Lower).

endothelial cells are activated with the release of pro-
teases and growth factors. These then induce structural
changes in the pulmonary microvasculature (Figure). If
the congenital malformation is not corrected, hyperten-
sion develops and obstruction of the lumens eventually
reverses the flow through the duct. At this juncture,
large platelets are able to bypass the lungs and gain direct
access to the systemic circulation. Since the duct joins
the aortic arch distal to the left subclavian artery, the
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platelets would reach only the lower extremities, im-
pacting preferentially at most distal sites and there
activating endothelial cells, promoting the release of
their growth factors and thus inducing the localized
form of clubbing typical of the patent arterial duct
(Figure).

One recent report has produced evidence to support
this hypothesis, Chirstman et al15 found that patients
with pulmonary hypertension had increased urinary
excretion of platelet catabolites suggesting hyperactiv-
ity of these blood elements.15

I recognize, nonetheless, that my proposed hypoth-
esis contains several conceptual gaps that need to be
filled with solid scientific experimentation.

Institute Nationalde Cardiologia "Ignacio Chdvez"
Juan Badiano 1, Tlalpan

' 14080 Mexico D.F., Mixico
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